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Overview of presentation

• Semantic Sensor Networks and Observations

• Building an API

– REST and Linked Data

– Domain expertise

• The High-level API for Observations (HLAPIO) 
service
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Sensors and the Semantic Web

1. Applying Semantic Web techniques and 
technologies to Sensor Networks

– Using RDF, ontologies, ... to improve the 
management of sensor networks

2. Putting Sensor Network data on the Semantic Web

– Making sensor data a useful component of the 
larger web of data
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Sensors and the Semantic Web

1. Applying Semantic Web techniques and 
technologies to Sensor Networks

– Broadly aligned with the producer-centric view in 
OGC SWE (Open Geospatial Consortium)

2. Putting Sensor Network data on the Semantic Web

– Broadly aligned with the consumer-centric view 
in OGC SWE
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Focus on Observations

• How to make observed data semantically useful for 
developers?

• How to support cross-domain (“unintended”) re-
use?

• How can observations be linked to other data; to 
enable mashups?

• We take a domain-driven approach using REST and 
Linked Data
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REST

• everything is a resource which is addressable

• resources have multiple representations

• relationships between resources are expressed 
through hyperlinks

• all resources share a common interface with a 
limited set of operations

• client server communication is stateless
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REST

REST tries to capture the features of the Web which 
have enabled it to scale so successfully
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Linked Data principles

1. Use URIs as names for things

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those 
names

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful 
information, using the standards (RDF, SPARQL)

4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can 
discover more things
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Commonalities

• The Primacy of Resources

– Identification of resources is the key abstraction in REST and RDF 
where it is also the means to express relationships

• Linking is not optional

– Links to other URIs to discover more things (Linked Data); and as 
the engine of application state (REST)

• Segregation of Semantics

– Semantics have their place (and it's not in the resource 
addressing/URIs)
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Adaptability

Both approaches can evolve over time…

• REST: state transitions can be changed by modifying the 
links returned by representations

 

• Linked Data: assertions about the same resource can be 
made at different times, in different places, using different 
ontologies
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Adaptability

Both approaches can evolve over time…

• REST: state transitions can be changed by modifying the 
links returned by representations

– modifying the hyperstructure

• Linked Data: assertions about the same resource can be 
made at different times, in different places, using different 
ontologies

– modifying the hyperstructure
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Model or API

What purpose are the commonalities put to?

Resources and their relationships are used to:

• REST: identify data and transition to other resources; the 
means to develop an application; an API

• Semantic Web: encapsulate the underlying data model; link 
to more related data using the model
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Domain Driven Design

• Both the information model and API design are 
driven by the domain requirements

• This focuses differentiation and complexity where it 
should be: around the issues and meaning specific 
to the domain

• A common model can be shared between the data 
and the API
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An Observation 
model...
• Based upon the work 

of the W3C SSN-XG

• Incorporated in the 
SemSorGrid4Env 
ontology suite

– with UPM Madrid
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...at the core of an Observations API

• The backbone of the API, stored as an RDF model

• A resource for every Observation

• Linked to domain concepts

– Feature of interest

– Observed property

– The sensors
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Is Linked Data enough?

• Is data, using a domain model, published as Linked 
Data, sufficient for a good API?

• It is a solid foundation, but further resources and 
representations are required to support the needs 
of developers (and thereby users)

– Furthermore, we can utilise the semantics in the 
domain model to automate the delivery of this 
extended API
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Additional representations

• RDF is the primary internal representation

– Serialised and added to a triplestore for SPARQL 
query interface

• Observations & Measurements GML

• HTML

• WFS GML

• GeoJSON
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Additional resources

• /latest

• “next” and “previous”

• IsMemberOf / “up”

• /summary

• /sensors
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Publishing APIs: the HLAPIO service

• The API is designed to simplify the life of the 
(mashup) developer, who will be able to “follow his 
nose”

– This doesn't make generating the API simple!

• Getting the domain model and data correct requires 
significant input from a domain expert

– We can re-use these captured semantics to 
automatic and simplify deployment of the High-
level API for Observations (HLAPIO) service
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Expertise and configuration

• Building on the core Observation model

• The domain expert

– Configures domain model

– Correlated the sensor network measurements to 
this domain model

– Links to other domain ontologies

– Captured using an extension to D2RQ
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Automation from configuration

• The service administrator

– Defines additional resources appropriate to the 
data source

– For URIs to be “minted” and observation 
collections

– Using terms from the domain model

• Model reconciliation and resource generation are 
automated from this configuration

• And for each resource, representations generated
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Summary

• A common semantic structure can be used as the 
basis for

– A domain model

– A Web API for lightweight web app development

• We have developed an example of this approach in 
the HLAPIO service

• The structure captured for the domain model can be 
used to assist automated provision of the HLAPIO 
service 
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